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First Session, Commencing at 9.30 am

MISCELLANEOUS  AUSTRALIAN  COINS

�
George V, shilling, �926 and penny, �933/2 overdate. Nearly 
very fine. (2) 

$50
Ex F.S.Dobbin Collection.

2
George V, Foy & Gibson Pty Ltd, Melbourne, Collingwood, 
Prahran, Perth, Adelaide, envelopes for the �934-35 
Melbourne Centenary florin, one with black print, the other 
with blue print. The black print envelope with a 37mm split 
down left edge and a 7mm split at base, good - fine. (2) 

$300

3
George V - George VI, florin, �932; sixpence, �9�8M; penny, 
�946. Very good - very fine. (3) 

$250

4
George V - George VI, threepence, �920M, shilling �94�, 
sixpence �950 and halfpenny, �939 roo. Very fine - good 
extremely fine. (4) 

$�00

5
George VI, shillings, �942S, �943; sixpence �95�; New 
Zealand, sixpence �943. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (4) 

$50

6
George VI, halfpenny, �943; Elizabeth II, florin �958, 
shillings �953 and �958. The first streaky tone over full 
original red, others full original mint bloom, florin toned 
on obverse, choice uncirculated. (4) 

$�20
In ACGS certified grading sealed packets.

7
George VI - Elizabeth II, pennies, �943, �955; florins, �943, 
�944, �945. Good very fine - nearly uncirculated. (5) 

$�20

8
Edward VII - George V, threepences, �9�0, �934; sixpences 
�9�0, �9�4; shilling �9�4 and florin �936. Polished very 
good - very fine. (6) 

$70

9
George V - Elizabeth II, crown �937, commemorative florins 
�927 Canberra (3), �95� Jubliee, �954 Royal Visit. Fine 
- extremely fine. (6) 

$70

�0
George V, halfpennies, �9�3, �9�4H; pennies, �9�2, �9�9 
(4). Fine - very fine. (7) 

$50

��
George VI - Elizabeth II, pennies, �95�PL, �953, �964; 
halfpennies �948Y, �957PL (3), �96�. Uncirculated - choice 
full mint red uncirculated. (8) 

$80

�2
George V - George VI, crowns �937 (2), florins, �927 
Canberra (5), Territory of New Guinea, shillings �936, �938, 
sixpence �935. Fine - very fine. (�0) 

$80

�3
George V - George VI, halfpennies, �939 (2); pennies, �9�9 
dot above, dot below (2), �920 dot below (3), �925 (poor 
and somewhat mutilated). Poor - good fine. (�4) 

$�00

�4
George VI - Elizabeth II, florin �952; shillings �952 (2); 
sixpences �95�PL (2), �963; threepences �963 (2), �964 
(6). Uncirculated - choice uncirculated. (�4) 

$�00

�5
George V - George VI, florins �9�7M (2), �927 Canberra 
(4), �93�; shilling �927; sixpences �924, �927, �934, �936, 
�938 and �94�; threepences �9�9M, �926, �936 (2). Fair 
- nearly extremely fine. (�8) 

$80

�6
George V - Elizabeth II, threepences, �938, �94�, �942 (2), 
�943 (2), florins, �927 Canberra (3), �944; halfpenny - florin, 
dates �963 & �964, all centrally immersed in a perspex block 
to commemorate the centenary of The Bank of Adelaide; fifty 
cents, �966 (4); a mixture of assorted decimal issues (approx 
F.V = $5.00). Fine - uncirculated. (lot) 

$50

�7
George VI - Elizabeth II, crown, �937, florins, �954 R.V. 
(8), halfpennies, �964 (5); also medallions RAM wildlife in 
silver (50mm), cased; Commonwealth Games Brisbane �982 
by ANS Brisbane designed by GDS (George Snellgrove) in 
bronze, oxidised silver plate and silver; Sydney Harbour 
Bridge ANS in silver and bronze �982; Parliament House, 
ANS in silver and bronze, �985; Queen Victoria, coin centre 
opening in bronze, March �994. Very fine - uncirculated. 
(23) 

$�00

Ex David Ross Collection.

�8
George VI - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, �943, �95�; penny, 
�938; threepences, �95� (2), �959, �960; sixpence, �960; 
shillings, �938, �943, �950, �952 (2); florins, �938 (7), �943 
(2), �947, �95�. Mostly good very fine - good extremely 
fine. (28) 

$�50
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�9
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�3-�984, mixed denominations, 
each in 2x2 holder, described florins to halfpennies, �924 
shilling good fine. Fine - uncirculated. (33) 

$200

20
George V, mixed dates sixpences (20); mixed dates shillings 
(�7). Good - very fine. (37) 

$�20

2�
George V - Elizabeth II, florins, �927 Canberra (4); sixpence, 
�943D; mixed post sixpences (35). In 2 x 2 holders with 
collector's notes, mostly good fine - very fine. (40) 

$60

22
Elizabeth II, �926-2000, includes Peapes souvenir wallet 
�966, piedfort ten dollars �99�, proof ten dollars �989 
(State), mint sets, �966 (card), �99�, 2006, 20�0; proof silver 
two dollars �988; Philippines proof set �975; Michelle Ingot 
Sport Collection .925 fine silver �2x5.5g each; PNCs, hard 
plastic sets (5), all in one carton. Fine - FDC. (approx 40) 

$300

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

23
George V - Elizabeth II, florins, �95� Federation, �962; 
sixpences, �926, �935; threepences, �924, �927, �950, 
�95�PL, �956, �958, �963, �964; pennies, �9��, �9�5H, 
�9�8I, �933/2  overdate, �938 fishtail 9 (2), �948 recut 
8, �95� with metal flaw on reverse, �964 (4), �964Y.; 
halfpennies, �9�4, �9�8I, �925, �946Y., �950Y., also �923 
forgery made from �928 halfpenny; decimal issues, twenty 
cents, �977 (2), one cents, mixed dates (9); set of mixed dates 
halfpenny - florin in '�966 Australia' plastic boomerang 
holder. Very good - extremely fine. (42+set) 

$50

Ex Dr W.J.D.Mira Collection.

24
Edward VII - George V, threepences, �9�0 (2), �9��, �9�9M 
(2), �92�M, �922, �924, �927, �934 (3), �935, �936 (9); 
sixpences, �9�0, �9�4, �936 (5); shillings, �9�4, �9�7M 
(2), �93� (3), �936; florins, �934, �935, �936 (4). Mostly 
good very fine or better. (42) 

$350

25
Elizabeth II, including �966 coins in NAB bag asking for 
cheque dated �4/2/66 (D Day) for 88 cents; fifty cents �966 
(�4), �970 (2) mint five dollars �988 (3) �990 (2), �992, 
�994 (3), �996 (6), proof silver two dollars �988; mint 
ten dollars �989 (State series); Perth Mint holey dollar 
and dump set �988; mint set 20�7 (Possum Magic); Great 
Britain, cased crowns �953 (2), �977 (7), �980, �98� (2); 
New Zealand �970 (2), �974, W.Samoa �974. Extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (48) 

$220

26
Elizabeth II, assorted coins, medallions, medalets, �899-
20�0, including pennies, �9�8I, �94�; mint two coin year 
set, 20�0, Burke & Wills; decimal coin set, �980; Perth Mint 
& Sherwood, Coins of the Perth Mint, with halfpenny (2), 
penny (2), shilling; Pounds, Shillings & Pence, set of three; 

Commemorative Coin Collection, fifty cents, �966-�990, 
six coin set; Fifty Cent Collection, thirteen coins, 200�-
2004; Currency Day Collection, �966, pre-decimal and 
decimal coins; Decimal Type Collection, set of twenty two 
coins; Centenary of Federation, Portfolio of twenty coins; 
together with ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser, (�988) AA03 
097964 (Mc$�0GF�) in folder; medalets (7) (C.�899-00/�, 
�899-00/�6, �899-00/�8, �900/3, �900/2�, �9�8/2, �9�9/2); 
tin badge, �9�8, Egypt; Perth Mint, citizenship medallion; 
Commonwealth of Australia, War Savings Certificate for 
one pound, issued 22 Aug �94� at Melbourne, F �85493; 
Adelaide Assay Office, �852, gilt replica ingot marked 'Copy' 
on reverse; together with Cocos Keeling Islands, proof silver 
ten dollars, 2003, in case with certificate; mint set, 2004. 
Most in folders as issued, good - FDC. (�04) 

$200

27
George V - George VI, halfpennies, �9�4 (3), �9�4H (4), 
�9�5H (4), �9�8I (7), �924 (9), �925 (3), �928 (3), �930-
3�; pennies, �9�5, �9�8 (2), �926 (4), �93� (��), �940 K.G. 
(3), �94� K.G. (6). Fine - very fine. (62) 

$60

28
George VI - Elizabeth II, florins �927 Canberra, �95� Jubilee 
(2), �954 Royal Visit (3), fifty cents �966 (5), �970 (6), �974 
(2), �977 (��), other decimal minors (24), proof silver ten 
dollars, �982 (Olympic Games); Great Britain crowns �953, 
�977 (5), worn cartwheel pennies (3) and twopence �797. 
Poor - FDC. (64) 

$�00

Ex W.H.Nicholas Collection.

29
George VI - Elizabeth II, florins, �95� Jubilee (9), �954 
Royal Visit (36), silver fifty cents �966 (�6), cupro-nickel 
�970 Cook (4). Very fine - uncirculated. (65) 

$300

30
George VI - Elizabeth II, threepences, pre (5), post (�4); 
sixpences, pre (8), post (�7); florins, all post (36). In two 
Dansco albums, good - good very fine. (80) 

$�50

  

part

3�*
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�982, halfpennies �928, �929, 
�933, �935, �938, �95�; pennies �9�� (4), �9�2H (5), �9�3 
(2), �9�6I, �9�7I (3), �9�9 (4), �920, �92� (2), �922 (4), 
�923 (2), �924 (2), �927 (4), �928 (2), �929, �933 (3), 
�934 (3), �935 (illus), �936 (4), �945Y., �959Y., �964 (3), 
�964Y. (3); threepences �927, �934, �944S, �96� (2), �963 
(4); sixpences, �928, �938, �940, �943S, �945, �954, �960, 
�963; shilling, �9�7M; proof sets �98� (2); proof silver ten 
dollars �982. Very good - FDC. (83) 

$�20
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32
George VI - Elizabeth II, mint set, �942 (Sherwood's 
promotion); mint set, �966; mint set, �988; Australian Coin 
And Note Collection, one cent - two dollars (coins), one and 
two dollars (notes); mixed dates carded commemorative 
twenty cents (22); mixed dates carded fifty cents (3); fifty 
cents, PNCs, �995 (2); carded mint five dollars, �994; five 
dollars PNCs, �997 (2); small mix of world base metal 
issues (approx 50); Hong Kong, mint set, �993. Good - 
uncirculated. (87) 

$80

33
George V - Elizabeth II, shillings, �9�7M, �9�8M (2), �922, 
�926, �942 (2), �943, �946 (6), �948 (2), �952 (3), �953, 
�954 (3), �955 (3), �957-58, �959 (3), �960, �96�-62 (3 
of each); florins, �9�8M (worn), �925 (2, one gVF), �926, 
�934-36, �940-42, �944 (2), �947 (2), �95� Jubilee (�3), 
�953 (2), �954 Royal Visit (�0), �957 (2), �958, �959 (2), 
�960 (5), �96�-62. Good - extremely fine. (89) 

$350

34
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates pre �946 threepences 
- florins (approx �40g); mixed dates post �944 threepences 
(approx �40g); florins, �95� Jubilee (2�) and �954 Royal 
Visit (6). Good fine - nearly extremely fine. (lot) 

$�50

35
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, threepence and 
sixpence sets, in Supreme albums, missing �950 sixpence. 
Fair - nearly uncirculated. (�00) 

$�50

36
Elizabeth II, pre decimal set, halfpenny - florin, date range 
�962-64, in perspex; Christmas Pudding Coins, pack by 
Sherwoods; mint carded twenty cents, 2009 (2); carded 
Centenary of Federation, twenty and fifty cents sets (VIC, 
QLD and NT); fifty cents seven coin Collection (inc �966) 
in perspex; mint carded dollar, 2004; Arnott's three coin 
set, fifty cents - two dollars, �988; mint one dollar coin and 
note set, �984 (unofficial promo); Perth Mint, specimen one 
ounce fine silver kookaburra, �996 (Germany pm); proof one 
ounce fine silver, one dollar and twenty five cents, 200� (HD 
and Dump); Australia - Japan, Year of Exchange, contains 
one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollar and Japanese proof 
set, 2006; proof one ounce fine silver dollar, 20�8 FIFA 
World Cup; Hutt River silver plated proof commemorative 
thirty dollar, 2007 (2); Elizabeth II, Silver Jubilee Visit medal 
and stamp pack, �977; Gallipoli Landing medal (in silver 
?); various base metal medalets, all modern (approx 20). 
Extremely fine - FDC. (lot) 

$�50

37
Elizabeth II, assorted coins, banknotes, medallions, FDCs, 
tickets, including, coins, Royal Australian Mint and Westpac, 
Coin Collection, 20�6, Anzac to Afghanistan, in folder; 
Australian Coin and Note packs (2) consisting of one 
cent to twenty cents, �989, fifty cents, �99�, one dollar, 
Johnston/Stone (�982) (R.78) and two dollars, Johnston/
Fraser (�985) (R.89) in each pack; Royal Australian Mint, 
Coin Collector Starter Kit, with mint set, �99�; banknotes, 
five dollars, Fraser/Higgins (�990) QJR prefix, in perspex 
(McPX2-�), ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (�988) AA05 prefix, 
in perspex (McPX�-3); International Currency Collection, 
fifteen low denomination world notes, in folder; medallions, 
Australia's 200 Years, set of twenty medallions, in folder; 
Royal Australian Mint and Westpac, Australian Endangered 
Species, set of six (2 sets) in packs of issue; AFL Collection of 
the Century, �996, set of seventeen, in folder; Mint History 
of Australia, commemorative collection of facsimile historic 
Australian coins, set of twenty five, issued in �970, includes 
proclamation, tokens, Kangaroo Office, Adelaide pound, 
in case of issue with booklet and certificate No.784; Sydney 
Olympics, 2000, mascot medallion booklets (60), also loose 
medallions (4) and badges (3); FDCs, Australia/Great Britain 
issue, 2005; Australia's Bicentenary, �988; Australians 
Under Fire, �992, with book; tickets, Melbourne, day 
return train and entry tickets (�5) c�970s-�980s, to VFL 
Park, Flemington Racecourse, Showgrounds, Yarra Valley 
Tourist Railway; together with paperweight, 'Arrow' 50th 
Anniversary, �980, with Australian fifty cent, �980 and 
USA Kennedy half dollar, �980; stamps, �50th Anniversary 
of Eureka Stockade, 2004, booklet of 6; small glass plate 
(�25mm dia) impressed in centre with bust of John Bright and 
inscription 'Peace & Plenty'. Extremely fine - uncirculated. 
(�4 sets in packs/folders/case of issue plus 90 single items) 

$250

38
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates halfpennies, (�936-
�964), mostly late �950s and 60s (63), a large proportion 
with mint red; pre sixpences (�4); post sixpences (29); 
shillings, �9�5M, �9�5, �9�7M �920-2�, �927, �942. Good 
- good extremely fine. (��3) 

$200
Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

39
George V - Elizabeth II, shillings, �933, �942, mixed dated 
post (�07); florins, �947, �957, �960-6� and �963. In three 
Dansco albums, mostly fine - good very fine. (��4) 

$�20

40
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�4-�963, florins �927 Canberra, 
�933, �944S, �947, �95� Jubilee, �954 Royal Visit, �957 
(5), �958 (6), �960 (23), �96� (6), �962 (3), �963 (9); 
shillings, �959, �960, �96� (�8), �962; sixpences �960, �962 
(3), �963; threepences �938 (2), �939, �944S, �956, �96�, 
�964 (8); pennies �9�5 (3), �9�5H (2), �9�8I, �920 (2), 
�946 (2), �96� (�0 percent off centre); halfpennies �9�4H, 
�9�8I, �924; also Great Britain pennies �967 (�2), halfpenny 
�967, all in binder album. The Elizabeth II issues generally 
uncirculated or better, very good - uncirculated. (�2�) 

$300

4�
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, various assorted 
issues, pre florins, sixpences (3), threepences (�0), post florins 
(25), shillings (�5), sixpences (26), threepences (97). Very 
good - uncirculated. (�62) 

$�50
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42
George V - Elizabeth II, crowns �937 (3); silver fifty cents 
�966 (9); florins �927 Canberra (5), �947-�963 (mixed 
years) (�5); sixpences (24); pennies (�2); also New Zealand 
halfcrown �933, shilling, sixpences and threepences; Great 
Britain pennies, sixpences; Fiji (9), New Hebrides (5), all in 
new blue plastic album. Very good - uncirculated. (�62) 

$250

43
George VI - Elizabeth II, mixed dates post sixpences - florins 
(approx 420g); a mix of decimals, two cents - fifty cents 
(approx F.V. $�5). Good - nearly uncirculated. (approx 
200) 

$�50

44
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates halfpennies (62 
most cleaned); mixed dates pennies (�7); mixed dates pre 
threepences (25); mixed dates post threepences (23); mixed 
dates pre sixpences (�2); mixed dates post sixpences (22); 
shillings, �9�4, �939, �942, �943 (2), �946 (2), �948, �950, 
�952-58, �959 (2), �960-63; florins, �95� Jubilee (��), 
�954 Royal Visit (�0), �956-63. In an album, good - nearly 
uncirculated. (204) 

$200

45
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, threepence sets (3), 
one complete, two incomplete, sixpence set incomplete, on 
plastic pages (2) and press-in album. Fair - extremely fine. 
(206) 

$�50

46
George VI - Elizabeth II, �946-�963, florins (33), shillings 
(70) and sixpences (�07). Very good - very fine. (2�0) 

$200

Ex Gregory J.Smith Collection.

47
George V - Elizabeth II, florins, �927 Canberra (2), �936, 
�938 (2), �939, �940, �94�, �942, �942S, �943, �943S, 
�944, �944S, �95� Jubilee, �954 (2) Royal Visit; shillings, 
�936, �943; proof set, �988; proof one dollar, �984; 
proof five dollars, �988 Parliament House; together with 
an assortment of world coins and banknotes, including 
Australia, fifty cents, �966; Ceylon, Great Britain, Italy, New 
Zealand, Palestine, USA. Poor - FDC. (220) 

$�50

48
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�978, collection of all 
denominations except crowns, missing key dates, all in 
yellow plastic album, includes halfpenny varieties (�5). Poor 
- uncirculated. (240) 

$200

49
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, collection of 
halfpennies, pennies, threepences, and sixpences in three 
press-in albums, missing �923 halfpenny and �930 penny. 
Fair - uncirculated. (245) 

$350

Ex Gregory J.Smith Collection.

50
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, date set (missing 
�923); pennies, date set, many cleaned (missing �930); 
threepences, date set (missing �922/�); sixpences, date set 
(missing �9�2). In three press-in albums, good - nearly 
uncirculated. (253) 

$�50

5�
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, halfpenny set, 
incomplete (50 in press-in album); penny sets incomplete 
in two press-in albums (�54), threepence set in half press-in 
album (5�), includes cleaned double dot �9�9 penny. Fair 
- uncirculated. (255) 

$70

52
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0 - �964, shillings (44), 
incomplete, pennies (66), missing �925 and �930 among 
a few others, and halfpennies (�5�), missing �923, in very 
broken press-in albums (4). Poor - uncirculated. (26�) 

$�20

53
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, an assortment, includes mixed 
dates halfpennies (�2); mixed dates pennies (65); threepences, 
�9�0-��, �92�M, �939, �942-43, �950, �952, �956-57, 
�959; mixed dates pre sixpences (�7); mixed dates post 
sixpences (�7); shillings, �9�� (poor), �944; mixed dates 
post shillings (�6); florins, �925 (poor), �942S, �943S; 
mixed dates post florins (20); a small assortment of decimals 
(approx �00), includes fifty cents, �966 (2). In an album, 
mostly good - very fine. (lot) 

$200

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

54
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies, date set, �9��-�964, 
excludes �923; pennies, date set, excludes �9�7I, �9�8I, 
�920 dot below, �920, �922, �925, �930, �946, �953-A, 
�958-Y; florin, �940; crown, �937; fifty cents, �966 (8); 
carded mint fifty cents, 20�5, 50th anniversary of RAM (�0); 
dollar, �986; carded dollar, 2003 (Rock Wallaby); mint sets, 
�988, 2007 and 2009; Ram's head dollars mint four coin set, 
20��; mint carded five dollars, �990 (2), �994; Gold Coast 
XXI Commonwealth Games mint Coin Collection, 20�8 
(4 x one dollars, 3 x two dollars; proof set, �98� (without 
foam); proof five dollars, �988 (missing outer); proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, �99� (standard, missing outer); Perth Mint, 
specimen one ounce fine silver kookaburra, �992; proof 
Holey Dollar & Dump set, �988 (missing outer); proof one 
ounce fine silver dollar, 20�2 (Long Tan) (outer damaged); 
proof one ounce silver two coin set, 2005 (ANZAC); Iron 
Triangle tourist dollar, by Stokes, �983, Mock or fantasy 
square threepence, sixpence, shilling and florin, all dated, 
�920, made in darkened copper in �999, as part of Australian 
retrospective patina collection; Bulgaria, proof sterling 
silver ten leva, �979 (KM.�04); RAM Decimal Currency 
Medallion, in bronze; Bicentennial Medallion, �988 (missing 
outer); Cook Islands, Perth Mint proof silver dollar, 2008 
(�st Man in Space); Great Britain, Churchill crown, �965, 
Royal Wedding crown, �98�; Malta, proof sterling silver 
five pounds, �98�; Western Samoa, mint sets, �974 (2 both 
without cases). Good - FDC. (lot) 

$350

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.
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55
George V - Elizabeth II, sixpences, �92�, �934, post (�7); 
mixed decimal issues, one cent - two dollars, all in three 
leather lighthouse albums (F.V. = $52). Good - uncirculated. 
(approx 300) 

$60

56
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, a blue Hendo album with an old 
collection, shillings and florins missing most early years, 
other denominations nearly complete, includes three �937 
crowns, �925 and �946 pennies and extremely fine �93� 
florin. Poor - uncirculated. (307) 

$400

57
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�98�, collection of all 
denominations except crowns, missing key dates but includes 
a corroded �925 penny and Territory of New Guinea (7), 
all in a blue plastic album sold by M.R.Roberts. Poor - 
uncirculated. (353) 

$320

58
George V - Elizabeth II, sixpences, �9�2, �9�4, �9�6M, 
�9�9M (3), �92� (4), �922, �924, �925, �927, �935, �936 
(3), �938 (2), �939, �940, �94� (3), �942 (�4), �943 (4), 
�944 (7), �945 (�0), �946 (28), �948 (2�), �950 (�3), �95� 
(59), �952 (3), �953 (2), �954 (�5), �955 (23), �956 (�4), 
�957 (26), �958 (30), �959 (�8), �960 (�3), �96� (�2), �962 
(46), �963 (20). In clip seal plastic bags by date, earlier dates 
worn, good - extremely fine. (392) 

$400

59
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�7-�995, florins �938, �95� 
Jubilee (8), �954 Royal Visit (2); shillings �9�7M (2), �924, 
�935, �944S, �946; sixpences �927, �928, �934, �936 (3), 
�940, �942D, �942S (2), �943D (3), �943S, �944S (3), �945 
(6), �946 (2), �952 (5), �954, �956, �958, �960, �96�, �963; 
threepences �947 (2), �948 filled 8, �952, �954, �960 (6), 
�96� (��), �962 (��), �963 (�8), �964 (24); pennies �963 
(7), �964 (���); uncirculated twenty cents �995 (�33); 
medallions (��); world (�5); USA Jefferson nickels (�59), 
Roosevelt dimes (�27), Washington quarters (4�), Kennedy 
half dollars, �964 (2), �976, Liberty nickel �905, all in plastic 
pages, the pre decimal in 2x2 holders, all in one carton. Very 
good - uncirculated. (737) 

$300

60
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, halfpennies,  �9�2H-�3, �9�6I 
(2), �9�7I (3), �92� (2), �922 (3), �925-26, �927 (6), �929 
(3), �93�-32, �933 (3), �934 (5), �935 (3), �938 (6), �94� 
(3), �942 (6), �943 (�6), �945 (3), �946 (5), �947 (2), �948 
(�7), �949 (4), �950 (6), �95� (24), �952, �953 (�4), �954 
(9), �955, �959 (9), �960 (6), �96� (�0), �962, �964 (6); 
threepences, �9�0 (4), �9�7M, �9�8M (2), �9�9M (2), 
�92�M (2), �922 (2), �924, �925 (2), �927 (4), �934, �936 
(3), �938 (4), �939-40, �94� (2), �942 (�2), �943 (�4), �944 
(2�), �947, �948 (�3), �949 (22), �950 (�6), �95� (40), �952 
(�0), �955 (26), �956 (�0), �957 (�3), �958 (�7), �959 (9), 
�960 (8), �96� (30), �962 (6), �963 (�7), �964 (9). In clip 
seal plastic bags by date, good - nearly uncirculated. (507) 

$�50

6�
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-77, assorted issues, many pre 
�946 silver issues including rolls of florins �927 Canberra 
(20), �936 (20), �946 (20), �95� Jubilee (20), �953 (20), 
�954 Royal Visit (20), �959 (30), �960 (20); florins �9�0, 
�9�2, �9�4, �9�4H, �9�6M (2), �9�7M, �9�8M (2), 
�9�9M, �922 (2), �923 (2), �924 (2), �925 (2), �926 (2), 
�927 (2), �928 (2), �93� (2), �933 (2), �934 (2), �935 (2), 
�936 (2), �938, �940, �94�, �942S, �943S (UNC), �944S; 
shillings �946 (�2), �948 (2); sixpences �946 (20), �948 
(20), �952-63 (30), �9�0-45 (47); threepences �9�0-�963 
(approx 80); pennies �95� PL (20), �952 (30); decimal fifty 
cents �966 (�9), �969 (�0), �970 (��), �97�, �977; twenty 
cents �966 (20); also Great Britain, Gothic florins (20), 
shillings, Queen Victoria (4), Edward VII, George V (2). 
Poor - uncirculated. (535) 

$�,000

62
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies and pennies, �9��-�964, 
mixed quantities of assorted dates; missing �923 halfpenny, 
�925, �930 and �946 penny; together with world coins, 
minor issues, Hong Kong, Great Britain, New Zealand. 
Housed in a home made album, and loose, good - very fine. 
(approx 750) 

$�80

63
George V - Elizabeth II, halfpennies (�30), pennies (252), one 
cents (�85), two cents (207), in clip seal bags in one carton. 
Fine - red uncirculated. (774) 

$70

64
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�963, florins (�52) (pre), 
including Canberra (44), post (�92), shillings (pre 32, post 
238), sixpences (pre 6, post 46), threepences (pre 6, post 
88), silver fifty cents �966 (20), cupro-nickel �980 (4), all 
arranged on �9 plastic pages, one with coins in 2x2 holders, 
all in one carton, one �9�7M shilling good very fine. Poor 
-nearly uncirculated. (828) 

$2,000

65
George V - George VI, mixed dates pre sixpences - florins, 
all circulated. Good - very fine. (approx 500g) 

$350

66
George VI - Elizabeth II, mixed dates post �945 threepences - 
florins, includes eight �953 florins in extremely fine or better. 
Good fine - nearly uncirculated. (approx 550g) 

$300

67
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates pre threepences - florins 
(all worn)  (approx 80g); mixed dates post threepences - 
florins (approx 900g). Mostly good - fine. (approx 980g) 

$450

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

68
George VI - Elizabeth II, assorted threepences - florins, post 
issues �.7kg; fifty cents, �966 (3); together with Australia, 
halfpennies, pennies and world minor coins (�kg) and 
banknotes. Poor - very fine. (2.7kg) 

$700
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69
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, halfpennies - florins, 
assorted dates, with some duplication, pre silver 520g, post 
475g; halfpennies - pennies, �.2kg, includes a �925 and a 
�946 penny. Poor - good very fine. (3.�5kg) 

$700

70
George VI - Elizabeth II, various dates,threepences and 
sixpences, all post �945. Good fine - extremely fine. (approx 
2.80kg) 

$�,000

7�
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates halfpennies and pennies 
(mostly). Fine - extremely fine. (approx 3.65kg) 

$50

72
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�2-�964, pennies, mixed quantities 
of assorted dates. Good - good very fine. (6kg) 

$�00

73
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�2-�964, halfpennies and pennies, 
mixed quantities of assorted dates. Good - good very fine. 
(6kg) 

$�00

74
Elizabeth II, mixed dates, �953-64. Housed in perspex 
spare parts compartmental container by variety and types, 
with collector's notes, fine - nearly uncirculated. (approx 
6.50kg) 

$80

75
Elizabeth II, threepence - florin, assorted dates, pre .065kg, 
post .700kg; fifty cents, �966 (9); mint five dollar/one ounce 
silver kookaburra, �99�; together with world coins (6.�kg) 
mostly 20th century minors, includes Austria, Canada, 
Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain, Hong Kong, 
Netherlands, Singapore, USA. Good - uncirculated. (�00s) 

$400

76
George V - Elizabeth II, mixed dates, halfpennies, pennies 
(mostly) and a small proportion of one and two cents. Fine 
- extremely fine. (approx 8.90kg) 

$�00

77
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�� - �964, mixed dates, halfpennies 
and pennies (mostly pennies), mostly kangaroo reverse types. 
Very good - good extremely fine. (approx 9.20kg) 

$�00

78
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�� - �964, mixed dates, halfpennies 
and pennies (mostly pennies), mostly kangaroo reverse types. 
Very good - good extremely fine. (approx 9.50kg) 

$�00

79
George V - Elizabeth II, bulk lot of pennies and halfpennies. 
Very good - extremely fine. (��kg) 

$50

80
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, mixed dates halfpennies 
and pennies. Good - nearly uncirculated. (approx �5kg) 

$�50

8�
Australian and world coins and stamps, old family collection, 
housed in envelopes and albums, includes Hanks and Lloyd 
pennies �857 (4), �946 penny, �96� penny struck off centre; 
USA, Morgan dollar, �900; Peace dollar, �928. Very fine. 
(lot) 

$250

MINT ROLLS

82
George VI, florins, �944S, in Commonwealth Bank, Sydney, 
wrapper. Uncirculated. 

$500

83
Elizabeth II, sixpences, �954. Re-rolled, uncirculated. 

$250

84
Elizabeth II, threepences �964. Broken at one end, 
uncirculated. 

$50

85
Elizabeth II, halfpennies, �964; shillings, �962. Both bank 
wrapped, uncirculated. (2) 

$�00

86
Elizabeth II, one cent �966, two cents (�980), five cents 
(�980) (2), ten cents (�975) (2, one broken), fifty cents 
(�980), one dollar �984. Mostly with reverse at each end, 
uncirculated. (9) 

$�00

87
Elizabeth II, one cents, �969, �970, �97�, �975, �976, 
�977 (2), �978 (5), �979, �982 (2), �985; five cents, �977 
(3), �979, �98�, �982; ten cents, �98�. All RAM wrapped, 
uncirculated. (23) 

$�00

88
Elizabeth II, two cents, �966, �98�; five cents, �979 (2), 
�982; ten cents, �978, mixed dates (Armaguard wrapper); 
twenty cents, �98� (2), 2005 (Armaguard wrapper); fifty 
cents, �977, �980, �98�, �982 (wrapper damaged), �988. 
Unless stated all RAM wrapped, mostly uncirculated. (�5) 

$�00

89
Elizabeth II, two cents, �985 (RAM wrapping); twenty cents, 
�995 (U.N. reverse, Bramble's wrapping); fifty cents, �982 
(Royal Wedding reverse, RBA wrapping); one dollar, �985 
(RBA wrapping). Uncirculated. (4 rolls) 

$50

Ex David Ross Collection.
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90
Elizabeth II, five cents, �972. In RAM wrapper, 
uncirculated. 

$350

9�
Elizabeth II, ten cents (2, Security Co. wrapper, probably 
mixed dates and circulated); fifty cents, �977 (3, RBA 
wrapped), �98� (2 RBA wrapped), �985 (RAM wrapped), 
�988 (2 RAM wrapped); one dollars, �984 (RAM wrapped), 
�985 (RAM wrapped), �988 (3 RAM wrapped); two dollars, 
�988 (RAM wrapped). Fine - uncirculated. (�6) 

$300

92
Elizabeth II, ten cents, �979, �98�, �983, �985; one dollars, 
�984 (4), �985 (2 one wrapper ruptured), another, unknown 
date due to reverses at each end; two dollars, �988 (2). All 
RAM wrapped, uncirculated. (�3) 

$200

MIS-STRIKES

  

  

part

93*
George V - Elizabeth II, clipped or bitten planchets, sixpence 
�9�8M (extremely fine but oxidised), penny �95�, florins 
�958 and �960 (cracked flan), threepence �950 (off centre 
by ten percent). Very fine - extremely fine. (5) 

$�50

94
George V - Elizabeth II, penny �922 shaved down obverse 
to very thin flan; penny �938, lamination flaw on reverse at 
��; penny, �96(4) metal flaw on obverse preventing 4 from 
being struck; one dollar (�984) rimmed blank. Fine - very 
fine. (4) 

$50

95
George V - Elizabeth II, minor die breaks, flaws and die filling 
varieties, clipped blank, halfpennies, �926 (2), �938 raised 
planchet flaws, �946Y. (2, die breaks), �947Y. (die break), 
�948Y. (6), including reverse die breaks (4), �959  bitten 
flan, �964Y. reverse die break; threepences �942D reverse 
die break at 2 o'clock to rim (2), �948 filled 8, �949 (2), 
�96� and �964 clipped planchets; sixpence �962 bitten or 
chipped planchet. Very good - extremely fine. (22) 

$�00

96
George V - Elizabeth II, a mixture of varieties and errors, 
includes, halpennies, �927, all with obverse die cracks (9), 
�948 (dot under chin), �948, �949, �950 (2 of each), all 
with various die cracks, �95�, �953, �954, all with die 
filling evidence, �964, without obverse side; pennies, �924, 
obverse peripheral die crack, �95�, double nines in dates (2), 
�95�, under weight �952, lamination flaw, �952 doubling 
date, �952 planchet flaw (possible mutilation), blank penny 
planchet. Good - very fine. (28) 

$200

97
George VI, halfpennies, �942I with short denticles on the 
reverse (2); �949 struck off centre by seven percent. Fine 
- very fine. (3) 

$50

  

  

98*
George VI, halfpenny, �946, dramatic reverse die breaks 
and centre not struck up on both sides, loosened die 
setting; Elizabeth II, halfpenny �96? flaw obstruction on 
date in striking. Both nearly as struck, extremely fine; good 
extremely fine. (2) 

$�50

  

  

 

99*
George VI, halfpennies, �947Y., saddle strike. Good 
extremely fine and very rare. (2)

$2,500
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part

�00*
George VI - Elizabeth II, off centre strikes by five to twenty 
percent; pennies �944Y., �952, �964 (3); halfpennies, 
�946Y., �947Y., �948Y., �964Y. Nearly very fine - nearly 
uncirculated. (9) 

$200

  

  

part

�0�*
George VI - Elizabeth II, off centre strikes, sixpences with 
plain edges, �95�, �962, �963; threepences, �944S (2), �95�, 
�962 (2), �963 and �964, all five to ten percent. Fine - good 
extremely fine. (�0) 

$200

  

  

part

�02*
Elizabeth II, off centre strikes, by one to ten percent, some 
with plain edges, shillings, �954, �96�, �963; sixpences, 
�956, �957, �958 and �960. Nearly extremely fine - good 
extremely fine. (7) 

$200

   

part

�03*
Malaysia, error coins, five sen, with blank obverse and thick 
planchet (KM.50); ten sen, �976, struck off centre (KM.3); 
twenty sen, �973, reed lines missing from rims (KM.4). Very 
fine - extremely fine. (3) 

$�00

�04
Malaysia, minor errors, five sen, �988, slight mirror image 
on reverse (KM.2); ten sen, �98� and �983 minor mirror 
images on both (KM.3); fifty sen, �985, die crack at "8" of 
date (KM.5.3). Very fine - uncirculated. (4) 

$50

 

�05*
Malaysia, ten sen, 2005, double struck (KM.5�). Brilliant 
uncirculated and very rare. 

$200

  

�06*
Malaysia, fifty sen, 2007, double struck, very unusual mint 
error (KM.53). Brilliant uncirculated and very rare. 

$300

  

�07*
Malaysia, fifty sen, 2008, double struck, very unusual mint 
error (KM.53). Brilliant uncirculated and very rare. 

$300

�08
New Zealand, George VI - Elizabeth II,  thin planchet errors, 
all weakly struck, includes, halfpenny, �959, penny, �952, 
one cents (2 both without date), ten cents, �975 and �976, 
fifty cents, �975. Extremely fine. (7) 

$�50
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�09*
New Zealand, Elizabeth II, threepence, �964, striking error 
(?) causing a blurry reverse image. Very fine. 

$80

  

��0*
New Zealand, Elizabeth II, ten cents, �97(?). Incorrectly 
struck on a five cents blank (2.77g). Uncirculated and 
rare. 

$500

  

���*
New Zealand, Elizabeth II, fifty cents, �980, double struck 
and off centre for second strike due to the coin not being 
ejected from chamber properly and being struck against a 
subsequant blank planchet on the second strike. A significant 
error, uncirculated and very rare. 

$600

��2
Assorted blank coin planchets, various nations and 
denominations. Uncirculated. (�0) 

$�00

DECIMAL PROOFS

  

��3*
Elizabeth II, unofficial pattern swan silver dollar, �967, 
by Andor Meszaros, milled edge. In case of issue, 
uncirculated. 

$�,000

��4
Elizabeth II, proof set, �966. In second (light blue) case of 
issue, minor spotting on fifty cents, otherwise FDC. 

$�50

��5
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �966. In second cases of issue, all in 
an original RAM mailing box, FDC. (5) 

$�,�00

��6
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �969, �980 (2), �985, �988-89 (two 
of each), �990 and �99�. FDC. (�0) 

$�50

��7
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �969-78 (all missing foams), �988 
(2), �99� (4); proof dollar, �984; proof five dollars, �988 (3), 
�992 (�2); mint sets, �990, �99� (5), �992 (9). Uncirculated 
- FDC. (47) 

$350

��8
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �970, �986 (4), �988; proof five 
dollars, �988 (4), �996, 200� (silver Bradman), 2004 
Steam Railways; proof silver two dollars �988, proof silver 
dollars Coin Fairs �993 (3), standard �993, Coin Fair �995, 
Outback 2002; mint ten dollars (4) out of six coin Olympic 
Heritage set (cased); mint set �982 (Games), mint five dollars, 
�993, �994, 200�; mint dollars �984 (2), �993, Eureka 
2004 (3), Gallipoli 2005 (5), Citizenship 2009, medals silver 
�965 and RAM in bronze (cased), also mint rolls, twenty 
cents, Bradman 200� (2), Scouts 2008 (3). In packs of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (46) 

$250

��9
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �976 (6), �977 (2), �978 (7), �980 
(4), �98�, �983 (4), �984 (3). In foams, FDC. (29) 

$350

�20
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �976 (2), �977 (3), �978 (3), �977-
80 (3 of each); mint sets, �976 (3), �977 (5), �978 (4), �979 
(6), �980-8� (2 of each). Uncirculated - FDC. (42) 

$300

�2�
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �975 (3), �977 (4), �979 (5), �984 
(3), �986, �987 (2), �988, �992 and 2003. With foams, 
FDC. (2�) 

$250

�22
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �977 (4), �982 (3 all missing cases), 
�983, �984 (3), 2007 (2), 2008 (3), 20�0 (missing case); 
proof sterling silver dollars, �995, �997, 200�, 2009; proof 
five dollars, �988 (5). FDC. (26) 

$200

�23
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �979, �98�, �983-84; State proof 
sets, 200�, NSW, TAS, VIC, QLD, WA, SA, ACT, NT, and 
Norfolk Is. FDC. (�3) 

$�50



�0

�24
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �98� (3, all missing foams); proof 
dollars, �984 (2, both missing outer boxes); proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, �982 (4, all missing outer boxes). FDC. 
(9) 

$80

�25
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �98�-84 (all missing foams), �985-
88 (all missing outer boxes), �989; proof sterling silver ten 
dollars, �982 and �989. FDC. (��) 

$�20

�26
Elizabeth II, proof sets �985, �986, proof ten dollars �988, 
�989 (Birds), �996 (endangered species), proof silver dollars 
subscription series �997, �998 proof dollar �984; Perth Mint 
Holey Dollar and Dump set �988; mint dollars (6), PNC five 
dollars �997, mint set �985, mint fifty cents �970 cased (4), 
mint ten dollars (�988), Replica collection by Ibis Imprints 
�970, mint sets �986, �987. In packs of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. (30) 

$�50

�27
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �988, �990 (3, one missing outer), 
�996 (4), �997-99 (3 of each), 200�, 2002 (2), 2003, 2005 
(6). FDC. (27) 

$300

�28
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �988-97, �998 and �998 Baby set, 
�999; mint sets, �97� (3), �972 (2), �973 (3), �979, �988-
98. Uncirculated - FDC. (34) 

$250

�29
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �99�, 2006-08; fine silver proof year 
set, 2005. FDC. (5) 

$�00
Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

�30
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �99�, 2000 (2), 200� Federation 
Centenary, 2003 Wedding coin collection. First to fourth 
sets missing cardboard outers and with soiled covers, last 
set with damaged outer box, nearly FDC. (5) 

$�00

�3�
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �99� and �998; proof sterling silver 
ten dollars, �99� and �993 (both standard), �994 (piedfort); 
Perth Mint, proof half ounce fine silver square kookaburra, 
2003). In cases of issue, FDC. (6) 

$�20

�32
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 2000 (3); masterpieces in silver sets, 
�99� (3) and �999; proof fine silver year sets, 2004 (6), 
2007. FDC. (�4) 

$350

�33
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 2002, 2004, 2006; carded War 
commemorative coins, RAM and Westpac, twenty cents 
WWI, twenty five cents WWII (23) some duplicates, Sydney 
2000 Olympics medals (3) and badges (6); PNG key tag; 
Mint roll one cent �98�. Fine - FDC. (38) 

$�00

�34
Elizabeth II, proof sets 2002 (2), 2003 baby coin set; �995 
Australia's endangered species, sterling silver piedfort coin, 
the numbat (2); 2003 Rugby World Cup selectively gold 
plated $5 proof coin. FDC. (6) 

$�20

�35
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 2006 (22, one missing outer box). 
FDC. (22) 

$350

�36
Elizabeth II, proof sets, 2006 (5); mint carded round gold 
plated, nickel fifty cents, 20�6 (��); Great Britain, proof sets, 
�99�, �993-94, proof silver commemorative crown, �98�, 
mint set, �973, commemorative base metal five pounds, 
2000. Uncirculated - FDC. (22) 

$�50

�37
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin and Note Collection, �988. 
In folder and cover of issue, uncirculated - FDC. 

$70

�38
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin and Note Collection, �988. 
In folder and cover of issue, uncirculated - FDC. 

$80

Ex David Ross Collection.

�39
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin and Note Collection, �988. 
In folder and cover of issue, uncirculated - FDC. 

$80

�40
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin and Banknote Collection, 
�988; together with States & Territories, twenty coin 
collection, 200�. The first in folder, the second in three ring 
binder of issue, uncirculated. (2) 

$�50

�4�
Bicentennial Coin and Note Collection (1988); one dollars, 
coin and note packs, �984 (2) by Sherwood; two dollars, coin 
and note pack, �988 by Sherwood; five dollars, coin and note 
pack �988 by Sherwood. Uncirculated - FDC. (5) 

$�20

�42
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �988-9�, �993-94, 
�995-96. Cases affected by usual deterioration, otherwise, 
FDC. (9) 

$550

Ex David Ross Collection.

�43
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �988 (5), �99� (4); 
proof sterling silver dollars, �992 (3), �994 (2); proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, �985 (2), �986 (2), �987 (2) , �988 (4), 
�99� (2), �992. FDC. (27) 

$500

�44
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �989 (cases with 
usual deterioration). FDC. (�0) 

$750



��

�45
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �99� and �993 (case 
deteriorated). FDC. (2) 

$�00

�46
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �99�, �993-94. 
FDC. (3) 

$250

�47
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �99�, silver Jubilee. 
In cases of issue with certificates, two sets with slight damage 
to card outers, FDC. (4) 

$250

�48
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver set, �99�; The Royal 
Ladies silver coin and medallion set, �992. In case of issue 
with certificate, FDC. (2)

$�00

�49
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �99� (2); proof fine 
silver year sets, 2003 (2), 2006 (5). FDC. (9) 

$400

�50
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver set, Royal Ladies, �992. 
In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$�40

Ex David Ross Collection.

�5�
Elizabeth II, The Royal Ladies silver coin and medallion set, 
�992. In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. 

$�00

�52
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �993 and �994 (2) 
(cases with usual deterioration). FDC. (3) 

$500

�53
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �993 (cases with 
usual deterioration). FDC. (3) 

$500

�54
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �998 Milestones, 
�999 Memories. In cases of issue with certificates, both sets 
with some damage to card outers, FDC. (2) 

$�50

�55
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �998 Milestones, 
�999 Memories. In cases of issue with certificates, both sets 
with some damage to card outers, FDC. (2) 

$�50

�56
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, 2003, 2004 (case and 
box with wear). FDC. (2) 

$�00

�57
Elizabeth II, fine silver proof year sets, 2003, 2005, 2006 
(6), 2007-08. FDC. (9) 

$450

�58
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver year sets, 2004 (2), 2005 (3), 
2006 (2), 2007, 2008 (4). FDC. (�2) 

$600

�59
Elizabeth II, fine silver proof year set, 20�7; Perth Mint, 
Holey Dollar and Dump Collection, �988, �989, �990. First 
set in timber case of issue with certificate No 000043/1000, 
second set in album of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (2) 

$�70

 

 

 

 

 

 

�60*
Elizabeth II, proof six coin set, 999 fine gold, 200� Centenary 
of Federation. Contains 3.684 ounces of pure gold. In case 
of issue with certificate, set no 383, FDC. 

$7,000

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.
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�6�
Elizabeth II, gold proof set, 20�2 Australian miniature 
money, set of eight, consisting of one, two, five, ten, twenty 
and fifty cents, one and two dollars (each coin .5g of 99.99% 
gold). In case of issue with certificate No 000546, outer card 
box soiled, FDC. 

$200

  

�62*
Elizabeth II, proof five cents, 200�, struck in gold. FDC 
and rare. 

$900

�63
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

�64*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

�65*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. FDC. 

$550

�66
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. In cases 
of issue, FDC. (7) 

$4,200

�67
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980 and 
�982. FDC. (2) 

$�,�00

�68 
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980, �982-87, 
�988 Bicentennial (4). In case of issue, FDC. (��) 

$6,000
Ex David Ross Collection.

�69
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980, �982-
�990, also mint issue �98� (Royal Wedding). In cases and 
pack of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (��) 

$6,000

Ex F.S.Dobbin Collection.

  

�70*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �982. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

�7�
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �982 (Games). 
In cases of issue, FDC. (2) 

$�,200

�72
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �982 (2), �984, 
�985, �986 (2), �988. In cases of issue, FDC. (7) 

$4,200

�73
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �984 and 
�985. FDC. (2) 

$�,�00

�74
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �985 and �986. 
In cases of issue, FDC. (2) 

$�,200

  

�75*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �987. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

�76*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �988. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

�77*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �988. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$530
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�78*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �989. Missing 
outer box otherwise, FDC. 

$600

  

�79*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �989. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$530

�80 
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �989-�994, 
complete Pride of Australia series. In cases of issue, FDC. 
(6) 

$3,500

Ex David Ross Collection.

�8�
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �990. FDC. 

$600

  

�82*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �990. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

�83*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �992. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$530

  

  

  

�84*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �993 and proof 
silver twenty dollars pair �993, commemorative set for the 
Olympic Games Centennial �896-�996. In case of issue with 
Sydney International Coin Fair certificate, FDC. (3) 

$700

Ex David Ross Collection.

  

�85*
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �994. Missing 
outer box otherwise, FDC. 

$530

  

�86*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold half ounce one hundred and 
fifty dollars, �995, Floral Emblems of Australia. In case of 
issue, FDC. 

$�,�00
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�87*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold half ounce one hundred and 
fifty dollar, �996, Floral Emblems of Australia. In case of 
issue, FDC. 

$�,�00

  

�88*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold half ounce one hundred and 
fifty dollars, �997, Floral Emblems of Australia. In case of 
issue, FDC. 

$�,�00

�89 
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold half ounce one hundred and 
fifty dollars, Floral Emblems series, �995 - 2003 inclusive. 
In cases of issue, FDC. (9) 

$9,000

Ex David Ross Collection.

  

  

  

  

lot �90

  

  

  

  

�90*
Elizabeth II, proof gold one hundred dollars, Sydney 
2000, Olympics gold coin collection. In case of issue with 
certificate, FDC. (8) 

$5,000

Ex David Ross Collection.

�9�*
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine gold "domed" one 
hundred dollars, 202�, Lunar series Ox. In case of issue 
with certificate, FDC. 

$3,000

Limited mintage of 750.
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�92*
Elizabeth II, Sydney 2000 Olympics, proof silver one kilo 
thirty dollars, 2000. In wooden case of issue with certificate 
number 07902, FDC. 

$850

Ex David Ross Collection.

�93
Elizabeth II, mint carded five dollars, �990 and �992; State 
mint set, 200� (TAS); State proof set, 200� (WA); silver proof 
dollar, 20��, Presidents Cup (missing outer box); Perth Mint 
proof dollar, 20��, RAN Centenary (missing outer box); 
proof silver twenty dollars, (�993 two coin Olympic set); 
mixed base metal modern medalets (6); also, France, proof 
silver ten francs, �998 (2). Uncirculated - FDC. (�5) 

$�50

�94
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint and Perth Mint, proof 
bi-metal (0.27oz fine gold, 0.�6�oz fine silver) twenty 
dollars, 200�, Sir Donald Bradman. In case of issue with 
certificate, FDC. 

$550

  

�95*
Elizabeth II, proof bi-metal twenty dollars, 200�, Sir Donald 
Bradman. In case of issue, FDC. 

$500

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

�96
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, �982 and �985 
(5 of each). In cases of issue, FDC. (�0) 

$200

�97
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, �982 (6), �985, 
�986 (2), �987-88. FDC. (��) 

$250

�98
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, �985 - �993, 
eight coin, State Series, set. Case deteriorated otherwise, 
FDC. (8) 

$�50

Ex David Ross Collection.

�99
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, �985-93 (State 
Series), �989-93 (Birds of Australia [all standard]); Holey 
dollar and Dump set, �988; Bicentennial Commemorative 
medallion, �988. In cases of issue, FDC. (�6) 

$250

200
Elizabeth II, proof ten dollars, state series �985 (3), �986 
(5), �987 (5), �988 (3), �989 (2), mint issues �985 (4), �986, 
�987 (2); birds series, piedforts �989-�992. In packs of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (29) 

$450

20�
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars six coin sets, 
�989 - �994, The Birds of Australia, two sets, piedfort and 
standard, both in special purpose presentation cases, separate 
individual cases and boxes included. FDC. (2) 

$400

Ex David Ross Collection.

202
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, Birds of 
Australia series, �989, �992-93 (standard), �990-9� and 
�994 (piedfort). FDC. (6) 

$200

203
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, �994-95 (2 
of each); proof sterling silver ten dollars, �989-90 (2 both 
piedfort), proof sterling twenty cents. All without cases and 
certificates, FDC. (8) 

$�60
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204
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, Birds of 
Australia series, �989-94 (piedfort), �989 and �993 
(standard); Endangered species series, �995 (3 [2 piedfort, 
� standard]). FDC. (��) 

$300

205
Elizabeth II, mint carded dollars, �993 (5) and �995; proof 
five dollars twin set, �990 (ANZAC); proof sterling silver ten 
dollars, �986-89 and �993. Uncirculated - FDC. (�2) 

$�00

206
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollars, �995 (7); proof 
sterling silver ten dollars, �989 (2), �990 (2), �992, �993 
(3). FDC. (�5) 

$200

207
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver piedfort ten dollars, �99� 
(6), �992 (6) and �994 (4). In cases of issue with certificates, 
FDC. (�6) 

$700

208
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver piedfort ten dollars, �989 
and �990 (4 of each). In cases of issue with certificates, 
FDC. (8) 

$350

209
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver piedfort ten dollars, Birds 
of Australia series, �993. In cases of issue with certificates, 
FDC. (�0) 

$500

2�0
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver ten dollars, Birds of 
Australia series (all standard), �989, �990 (6), �99� (2), 
�992. In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (�0) 

$200

2��
Elizabeth II, Sydney Mint Pattern �50 Years bi-metallic silver 
proof ten dollars coin, 24k plated centre, in cases of issue 
with certificates, 2003. FDC. (7) 

$300

2�2
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver five dollars, 2000, The Sydney 
2000 Olympic Silver Coin Collection, set of sixteen. In Jarrah 
case of issue with certificate, FDC. (�6) 

$550
Ex David Ross Collection.

2�3
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver five dollars, 2000, The Sydney 
2000 Olympic Silver Coin Collection, set of sixteen. In Jarrah 
case of issue with certificates, FDC. 

$400

2�4
Elizabeth II, proof silver five dollars, Millennium Hologram 
Series, 200� Centenary of Federation; 2002 Year of the 
Outback. In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�50

2�5
Elizabeth II, Bicentenary of Tasmania fine silver proof five 
dollars coins, 2004, in presentation boxes of issue with 
certificates. FDC. (3) 

$�00

2�6
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver one ounce kangaroo dollars, 
�994 (2); proof sterling silver two dollars, �988 proof five 
dollars, �988; Bicentennial Commemorative Medallion, 
�988. Uncirculated - FDC. (5) 

$70

2�7
Elizabeth II, selectively gold plated silver kangaroo dollars, 
2005 (3), 2007 (2), 2009 (2); proof subscription silver 
dollar, 2004 (penny); proof five dollars, 2004 (AFL), 2007 
(Lifesaver); proof silver five dollars, 2000, Olympics (missing 
case). FDC. (��) 

$250

2�8
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver dollars, �996, 
�998-99; proof five dollars, �994 (2); proof five dollars twin 
set, �990 (Anzac); proof sterling silver ten dollars, �982, 
Endangered species series, �995-97 (6, one of each standard 
and piedfort); mint set, 2000; proof sets, �988 and 2000; 
also Perth Mint, proof Holey Dollar and Dump sets, �988-
90. Uncirculated - FDC. (20) 

$400

Ex David Ross Collection.

2�9
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver dollar, �997; proof 
one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollars, �994 (2); proof five 
dollars, �992 (4, one in silver, one missing outer), �996, �998 
and 2002; proof sterling silver ten dollars, �996 (2, piedfort 
and standard). FDC. (��) 

$200

Ex David Ross Collection.

220
Elizabeth II, proof silver dollar, 20�� (Rabbit); proof one 
ounce silver dollar, 2000 (cartwheel penny); proof silver ten 
dollars, �988; proof silver ten dollars, twin sets, �997-99. 
All missing outer boxes, FDC. (6) 

$�50

22�
Elizabeth II, proof dollar, �984 (missing outer box); proof 
silver dollar, �992; Millennium series, proof ten dollars, 
�999, The Past (2); unofficial mint set, �98�; also, a small 
mix of mostly Great Britain and New Zealand base metal 
coins c�880-�980 (approx 750g). Good - FDC. (5) 

$60

222
Elizabeth II, proof dollar, �984; proof sterling silver two 
dollars, �988; proof five dollars, �988; proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, �982; masterpieces in silver set, �988; 
specimen one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollars, �987-88. 
Uncirculated - FDC. (7) 

$�20

223
Elizabeth II, proof dollar, �984; proof sterling silver two 
dollars, �988; proof five dollars, �988; proof five dollars, 
twin set, �990, ANZAC, proof fine silver holey dollar and 
dump sets, �988 (2); masterpieces in silver sets, �989 and 
�990 (cases with usual deterioration); 60th anniversary 
end of WW II commemorative medal in base metal, 2005. 
Uncirculated - FDC. (9) 

$250
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224
Elizabeth II, proof dollar, �984 proof sterling silver dollars, 
�994 (3); proof one ounce fine silver dollars, �998 - 2000; 
proof silver dollar, 2004 with �964 penny in centre; proof 
five dollars, �994; proof fine silver ten dollars, �994, Olympic 
Heritage (2), �997 twin set, Harbour City; masterpieces 
in silver sets, �989 (case deteriorated), �99�; Bicentennial 
Commemorative medals, �988 (2); Olympic Subscription 
medal, 2000. Uncirculated - FDC. (�6) 

$250

225
Elizabeth II, proof dollars, �984 (3); proof five dollars, �988 
and �992; fifty cents, �970 (in perspex); mint carded dollars, 
various dates mint marks and themes (�7); carded mint five 
dollars, �992 (4). Uncirculated - FDC. (27) 

$60

226
Elizabeth II, proof dollars, �984 (�0); proof sterling silver 
dollars, �994 (5); proof sterling silver two dollars, �988 (6); 
proof five dollars, �988, �994 (5); proof sterling silver ten 
dollars, �982 (4); mint sterling silver ten dollars, �982 (�0). 
Uncirculated - FDC. (4�) 

$400

227
Elizabeth II, proof silver one dollar, �992 (2) Barcelona 
Olympics, Sydney Coin Fair issue; �993 (2) Landcare, 
Brisbane Coin Fair; �994 (2) Sydney Coin Fair. In cases of 
issue with certificates, five of the cases damaged, FDC. (7) 

$�50

228
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollars, �992-93 and �996; 
proof set, 2006; proof fine silver ten dollars, six coin set, 
�994-96, Australia's Olympic Heritage; proof sterling silver 
ten dollars twin set, �999, Snowy Mountains; masterpices 
in silver sets, �998 - 2000. FDC. (9) 

$450
Ex David Ross Collection.

229
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollars, �992, �993 (3), 
�994 (2), �995 (2), �997-99; proof sterling silver two dollars, 
�988 (4); proof five dollars, �988 (3); proof fine silver five 
dollars, 2003; proof sterling silver ten dollars, �988. FDC. 
(20) 

$250
Ex David Ross Collection.

230
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollars, �995-96; proof one 
ounce fine silver dollars, �996-99; proof five dollars, �988 
(2), �996. FDC. (9) 

$�50

23�
Elizabeth II, proof fifty cents, �977, �98�, �983, �989; proof 
dollar, �988; proof sterling silver two dollars, �988; proof 
one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollar, �995; proof selectively 
gold plated one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollar, 2003; proof 
fine silver five dollars, 2002 (finale); proof selectively gold 
plated five dollars, 2003 (Rugby WC); proof fine silver ten 
dollars, twin set, �998; proof bi-metal ten dollars, 2002-03 
(SMS & Ad £); also Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver 
dollars, 2008, Coat of Arms (2). FDC. (�5) 

$400
Ex David Ross Collection.

232
Elizabeth II, proof fifty cents, �982, �984; proof dollars, 
�984, �988, �992; proof silver dollar, �990 (2); mixed, 
mostly Unc decimals (approx F.V $45); also, Perth Mint, 
specimen half ounce fine silver square kookaburra, 2002; 
specimen one ounce fine silver kookaburra, �990. Mostly 
uncirculated - FDC. (approx �00) 

$�00

Ex David Ross Collection.

233
George VI - Elizabeth II, crown, �937 (VF); proof fine silver 
fifty cents, 2002; proof five dollars, 2002; masterpieces in 
silver set, 2002; Great Britain, commemorative base metal 
five pounds, 2000; Renniks guide book, �988. Very fine 
- FDC. (6) 

$200

234
Elizabeth II, mixed dates proof one cents - two dollars, 
various quantities of each denomination, all in plastic flips 
and housed in two 2 x 2 coin boxes, approx F.V. $25.00. 
FDC. (approx 70) 

$50

  

  

 

 

 

part

235*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine gold five coin set, �989.  
The Australian Nugget, set also contains a third ounce ingot 
in 9 carat gold. In case of issue, FDC. 

$4,000



�8

  

  

 

 

236*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce gold kangaroo 
nugget coin, proof half ounce platinum koala and proof two 
ounce silver kookaburra, �995 set of three commemorating 
50th anniversary of the end of WWII. In case of issue with 
certificate no 049, FDC. (3) 

$3,000

Ex David Ross Collection.

  

  

  

  

  

237*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold nugget five coin set, 
200�. Australian Prospector commemorative. Contains 
�.90 ounces of pure gold. In wooden case with certificate 
number 262, FDC. 

$3,500

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

  

238*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof quarter ounce gold kangaroo 
nugget coin, �995 carnations privy mark. In pack of issue 
with certificate 0092, FDC. 

$600

Ex David Ross Collection.

239
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Family of Precious metals, three 
coin proof set, �992, containing one twentieth ounce gold 
kangaroo, one twentieth ounce platinum koala and one 
ounce silver kookaburra. Missing outer box, in jarrah case 
of issue, FDC. 

$200

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

240
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Discover Australia series, proof fine 
gold one twenty fifth ounce five dollars, 2006, five coin set. 
AGW = 0.2 ounce/ set. FDC. 

$380
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24�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Discover Australia series, proof fine 
gold one twenty fifth ounce five dollars, 2006, five coin set. 
AGW = 0.2 ounce/ set. FDC. 

$380

242
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Discover Australia series, proof fine 
gold one twenty fifth ounce five dollars, 2006, five coin set. 
AGW = 0.2 ounce/ set. FDC. 

$380

243
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Discover Australia series, proof fine 
gold one twenty fifth ounce five dollars, 2006, five coin set. 
AGW = 0.2 ounce/ set. FDC. 

$380

244
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof commemorative sovereign, 
2005, one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of Australia's 
First Sovereign. In official book by The Perth Mint. FDC. 

$600

  

245*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof sovereign, 2009. Number 
1874 of 2500, FDC. 

$550

  

246*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint proof fine gold one tenth ounce 
fifteen dollars, 20�0, Mary Mackillop commemorative. 
FDC.

 $200

  

247*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold fifteen dollars, Sydney 
Mint type half sovereign, 20�6. FDC. 

$250

248
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof three coin set, 200�, Don 
Bradman commemorative, includes proof silver five dollars, 
proof gold and silver bi-metal twenty dollars and proof base 
metal five dollars. Missing outer box otherwise, FDC. 

$600

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

  

249*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce platinum fifty 
dollars, koala, �988. In case of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

250*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce platinum fifty 
dollars, koala, �989. In case of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

25�*
Elizabeth II, proof half ounce platinum fifty dollars, koala, 
�988. In case of issue, FDC. 

$600

  

252*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce palladium emu or 
forty dollars, �995. In case of issue with certificate, 1608, 
FDC. 

$3,000

253
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver holey dollar and 
dump sets, �988 (2), �989 (3), and �990 (4). FDC. (9) 

$350

254
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one kilo fine silver thirty 
dollars kookaburra, �992. In case of issue with certificate, 
FDC. 

$�,000

255
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver thirty dollars 
kookaburra, �993. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$�,000
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256
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, The Australian Kookaburra Proof 
Kilo Collection, �994. Contains proof one, two, ten and kilo 
kookaburras. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$�,300

257*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Lunar Series, proof fine silver kilo 
mouse, 2008, with diamond eye. Number 0268 of 5000, 
FDC. 

$�,000

All 2008 minted with 2007 die.

258
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Lunar Series, proof kilo fine silver 
mouse, 2008, with diamond eye. Number 0146 of 5000, 
FDC. 

$�,000

259
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Lunar Series, proof fine silver kilo 
mouse, 2008, with diamond eye. Number 272 of 5000, 
FDC. 

$�,000

260
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Lunar Series, proof fine silver kilo 
mouse, 2008, with diamond eye. Number 0303 of 5000, 
FDC. 

$�,000

26�*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Lunar Series, proof fine silver kilo 
ox, 2009. Number 0104 of 500, FDC. 

$�,000



2�

262*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Lunar series, proof kilo fine silver 
tiger, 20�0. Number 013 of 500, FDC.

 $�,000

263
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver ten ounce fifty 
dollars, kookaburra, �99�. FDC. 

$300

Ex David Ross Collection.

264
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver ten ounce, �992, 
kookaburra. In case of issue, FDC. 

$300

Ex David Ross Collection.

265
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof ten ounce fine silver ten 
dollars, kookaburra, �992. FDC. 

$340

 

 

266*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof ten ounce fine silver ten 
dollars, kookaburra, �992. FDC. 

$340

267
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver ten ounce ten 
dollars, �993, kookaburra. In case of issue with certificate, 
FDC. 

$300
Ex David Ross Collection.

268
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver ten ounce ten dollars 
kookaburra, �993. In case of issue, FDC. 

$300

269
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver ten ounce 
kookaburra collection, �994. Contains ten, two and one 
ounce kookaburras. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 
(3) 

$400

Ex David Ross Collection.
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270
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver kookaburra ten 
ounce collection, �995. Contains, ten, two and one ounce 
kookaburras. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. (3) 

$400

Ex David Ross Collection.

27�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, coloured proof five ounce 999 
fine silver eight dollars, 20�4 with gilt ten dollar banknote, 
�50th Anniversary of Birth of Banjo Paterson. In polished 
timber and glass display stand in impressive box, together 
with certificate 158 of only 250 issued, FDC. 

$300

272
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver two ounce two 
dollars kookaburras, �992-95 (two of each year). FDC. 
(8) 

$450

273
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof two ounce fine silver 
kookaburras, various privy marks, �993 (3), �994, �995 
(2). FDC. (6) 

$300

Ex David Ross Collection.

274
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint proof fine silver two ounce two 
dollars kookaburra, �993; specimen one ounce fine silver 
kookaburras, �990, �992-93 (2 of each); specimen two ounce 
fine silver kookaburra, �992. Uncirculated - FDC. (7) 

$200

275
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, specimen one ounce fine silver 
kookaburra, �990; specimen two ounce fine silver 
kookaburra, �992; proof two ounce kookaburra collection, 
�994, contains two and one ounce fine silver kookaburras; 
proof two ounce fine silver, �923 half penny pm, kookaburra, 
�999 (missing outer box); proof sterling silver two dollars, 
�988 (3). Uncirculated - FDC. (7) 

$200

Ex P.L.Shute Collection.

276
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver 
kookaburras, �990-92, �993 (2); specimen fine silver one 
ounce kookaburras, �99�, and �994. Uncirculated - FDC. 
(7) 

$�80

Ex David Ross Collection.

277
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, specimen one ounce fine silver 
kookaburras, �990 (2), �992 (6). In perspex holders, 
uncirculated. (8) 

$�60

278
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, specimen one ounce fine silver 
kookaburras, �990, �99�, �994 (2); two ounce fine silver 
kookaburras, �992, �993 (2), �994 (3). Uncirculated. (�0) 

$300

279
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver 
kookaburras, �990 (6), and �99� (4). In cases of issue, 
FDC. (�0) 

$280

280
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver two ounce 
kookaburras, �99�-92, �993-95 (2 of each). All with 
different privy marks, in cases of issue, FDC. (8) 

$450

Ex David Ross Collection.

28�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, one ounce fine silver kookaburra, 
�995; proof two ounce fine silver kookaburras, �993-95. 
All with different privy marks. FDC. (4) 

$�50

Ex David Ross Collection.

282
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver dollars, 
2005 (2, 60th anniversary end of WW II); specimen one 
ounce silver kookaburras, two coin set, 20��; SAS, mint coin 
and stamp pack, 2007. Uncirculated - FDC. (4) 

$80

283
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver, high 
relief koala, 20�2, and kookaburras, 20�4 (2); proof two 
ounce fine silver kookaburra, �992; specimen one ounce 
fine silver kookaburra, �997 (Finland pm). Uncirculated 
- FDC. (5) 

$�50

284
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, silver dollars, 2003 (2, H.R.H 
2�st Birthday), 2003 (Golden Pipeline), 2005 (2 Australian 
Open), 20�� (Gallipoli); gold plated silver dollar, 2006 (box 
deteriorated) (figures of notes); also, Cook Islands, proof 
silver dollars, twin set, 2008, Australian florin centenary. 
FDC. (9) 

$�60

285
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver Lunar 
Pig, 20�9. Pig detailed in pure Australian opal in centre of 
coin. In case of issue, FDC. 

$�00

  

286*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, Tuvalu, proof silver spot-coloured 
one dollar one ounce, 2006 Red-Back Spider. In case of issue 
with certificate No 003233, FDC. 

$300
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287
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce silver fifty 
cents, 20�0 (2); proof one ounce silver dollars, 2000-0� 
(Millennium coins), 20�0-��, 20�4 (all missing outer boxes); 
Cook Islands, proof silver dollar, 20�� (missing outer box); 
Tuvalu, proof half ounce silver fifty cents, 20�2; proof silver 
dollars, 20�� (3, all missing outer boxes). FDC. (�2) 

$250

288
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce fine silver fifty 
cents 20�3; proof one ounce fine silver one dollar, 20�3 (2, 
different themes); proof high relief kangaroo dollar, 20�4; 
RAM proof silver dollars, �993-95, 200� 2003 and 20�� 
(all missing outer boxes). FDC. (�0) 

$�50

289
Elizabeth II, Tuvalu, Perth Mint, proof half ounce fine silver, 
fifty cents, 20�4, Mother's Love series (4, different types); 
proof one ounce fine silver dollars, 20�� (Gallipoli) and 
20�2 (Kokoda) [both missing outers], 20�4 (Land Down 
Under). FDC. (7) 

$�20

290
Elizabeth II, Macquarie Mint, set of twenty four (3 missing) 
proof silver (28g to one ounce) coins, includes RAM 
and Perth Mint issues, featuring Australian history and 
iconography. In official wooden case with certification by 
Macquarie Mint. (24) 

$400


